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Create 2D maps and 3D scenes, analyze GIS data, and share your results with the GIS
community using the latest ArcGIS Pro 2 featuresKey FeaturesGet up to speed with the new
ribbon-based user interface, projects, models, and common workflows in ArcGIS Pro 2Learn
how to visualize, maintain, and analyze GIS dataAutomate analysis and processes with
ModelBuilder and Python scriptsBook DescriptionArmed with powerful tools to visualize,
maintain, and analyze data, ArcGIS Pro 2 is Esri's newest desktop geographic information
system (GIS) application that uses the modern ribbon interface and a 64-bit processor to make
using GIS faster and more efficient. This second edition of Learning ArcGIS Pro will show you
how you can use this powerful desktop GIS application to create maps, perform spatial analysis,
and maintain data.The book begins by showing you how to install ArcGIS and listing the
software and hardware prerequisites. You’ll then understand the concept of named user
licensing and learn how to navigate the new ribbon interface to leverage the power of ArcGIS
Pro for managing geospatial data. Once you’ve got to grips with the new interface, you’ll build
your first GIS project and understand how to use the different project resources available. The
book shows you how to create 2D and 3D maps by adding layers and setting and managing the
symbology and labeling. You’ll also discover how to use the analysis tool to visualize geospatial
data. In later chapters, you’ll be introduced to Arcade, the new lightweight expression language
for ArcGIS, and then advance to creating complex labels using Arcade expressions. Finally,
you'll use Python scripts to automate and standardize tasks and models in ArcGIS Pro.By the
end of this ArcGIS Pro book, you’ll have developed the core skills needed for using ArcGIS Pro
2.x competently.What you will learnNavigate the user interface to create maps, perform analysis,
and manage dataDisplay data based on discrete attribute values or range of valuesLabel
features on a GIS map based on one or more attributes using ArcadeCreate map books using
the map series functionalityShare ArcGIS Pro maps, projects, and data with other GIS
community membersExplore the most used geoprocessing tools for performing spatial
analysisCreate Tasks based on common workflows to standardize processesAutomate
processes using ModelBuilder and Python scriptsWho this book is forIf you want to learn ArcGIS
Pro to create maps and, edit and analyze geospatial data, this ArcGIS book is for you. No
knowledge of GIS fundamentals or experience with any GIS tool or ArcGIS software suite is
required. Basic Windows skills, such as navigating and file management, are all you need.Table
of ContentsIntroducing ArcGIS ProNavigating the Ribbon InterfaceCreating 2D MapsCreating
3D ScenesCreating and Working with ProjectsCreating a LayoutCreating Map Books using Map
SeriesLearning to Edit Spatial DataLearning about Editing Tabular DataPerforming Analysis with
Geoprocessing ToolsCreating and using TasksAutomating Processes with ModelBuilder and
PythonSharing Your Data with OthersUsing Arcade expressions for labeling & symbology



Learning ArcGIS Pro 2Second EditionA beginner's guide to creating 2D and 3D maps and
editing geospatial data with ArcGIS ProTripp Corbin, GISPBIRMINGHAM - MUMBAI

Learning ArcGIS Pro 2Second EditionCopyright © 2020 Packt PublishingAll rights reserved. No
part of this book may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by
any means, without the prior written permission of the publisher, except in the case of brief
quotations embedded in critical articles or reviews.Every effort has been made in the
preparation of this book to ensure the accuracy of the information presented. However, the
information contained in this book is sold without warranty, either express or implied. Neither the
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This book is dedicated to my mother, Fay Corbin. You taught me to have the strength to pursue
my dreams both big and small. You are missed but not forgotten. This book is also dedicated to
my wife, Polly Corbin, for once again putting up with all the craziness required to write a book.–
Tripp Corbin

Subscribe to our online digital library for full access to over 7,000 books and videos, as well as
industry leading tools to help you plan your personal development and advance your career. For
more information, please visit our website.Why subscribe?Spend less time learning and more
time coding with practical eBooks and Videos from over 4,000 industry professionalsImprove
your learning with Skill Plans built especially for youGet a free eBook or video every monthFully
searchable for easy access to vital informationCopy and paste, print, and bookmark contentDid
you know that Packt offers eBook versions of every book published, with PDF and ePub files
available? You can upgrade to the eBook version atand as a print book customer, you are
entitled to a discount on the eBook copy. Get in touch with us atcustomercare@packtpub.com
for more details.At, you can also read a collection of free technical articles, sign up for a range of
free newsletters, and receive exclusive discounts and offers on Packt books and eBooks.

ContributorsAbout the authorTripp Corbin, GISP, has over 25 years of experience in the
geospatial industry and is recognized as an industry expert in a variety of geospatial software



platforms, including Esri, Autodesk, and Trimble products. He has assisted numerous
organizations in implementing GIS to help solve problems and improve operations. He holds
multiple certifications, including as a certified GIS professional, Esri-certified enterprise system
design associate, and Esri-certified desktop professional. He is also the former president of
URISA and the local Georgia Chapter. In recognition of his contributions to the GIS community,
he has received several awards, including the URISA Exemplary Leadership award and the
Barbara Hirsch Special Service award.About the reviewerPrasanth Ramachandran is currently
working as an ArcGIS Enterprise Solution Engineer for a utility company. He provides solutions
on ArcGIS deployments, ArcGIS upgrades, spatial geodatabases, and developing Python
scripts using ArcPy and ArcGIS API for ArcGIS.He also provides maintenance strategies on
ArcGIS Portal and ArcGIS Server Manager tools. Over the years, he has worked on many
products in the ArcGIS suite, including some of the major programming languages, tools, and
APIs such as Python, .NET and C#, PL/SQL, Portal for ArcGIS, ArcGIS Server, Datastore,
ArcGIS Online, ArcGIS Desktop (ArcMap and ArcCatalog), ArcGIS Pro, Web AppBuilder for
ArcGIS, ArcPy, ArcGIS API for Python, and ArcGIS REST API.Packt is searching for authors like
youIf you're interested in becoming an author for Packt, please visitand apply today. We have
worked with thousands of developers and tech professionals, just like you, to help them share
their insight with the global tech community. You can make a general application, apply for a
specific hot topic that we are recruiting an author for, or submit your own idea.

Table of ContentsTitle PageCopyright and CreditsLearning ArcGIS Pro 2 Second
EditionDedicationAbout PacktWhy subscribe?ContributorsAbout the authorAbout the
reviewerPackt is searching for authors like youPrefaceWho this book is forWhat this book
coversTo get the most out of this bookDownload the example code filesDownload the color
imagesConventions usedGet in touchReviewsSection 1: Introducing and Navigating ArcGIS
ProIntroducing ArcGIS ProTechnical requirementsChecking requirements for installing ArcGIS
ProUnderstanding ArcGIS Pro minimum system requirementsLearning about OS
requirementsUnderstanding the hardware requirementsOther supporting software
requirementsAuthor system recommendationsTesting to see whether your computer can run
ArcGIS ProDownloading and installing ArcGIS ProHow to download the installation
filesInstalling ArcGIS ProInstalling ArcGIS Pro offline help filesManaging and assigning ArcGIS
Pro licensesUnderstanding the number and level of ArcGIS Pro licensesAssigning ArcGIS Pro
licensesDownloading and installing the exercise dataLaunching ArcGIS ProOpening an ArcGIS
Pro ProjectSummaryFurther readingNavigating the Ribbon InterfaceTechnical
requirementsUnderstanding the new interface terminologyArcGIS Pro interface
terminologyIntroducing the user interfaceUsing the interfaceNavigating the ribbonProject
tabMap tabNavigate groupLayer groupSelection groupInquiry groupExercise 2A – Working with
the Map tabStep 1 – Opening a projectStep 2 – Navigating the mapStep 3 – Using the
Infographics tool (optional)Learning about contextual tabsUnderstanding the Feature Layer



contextual tab setLearning about the Appearance tabVisibility Range groupEffects
groupDrawing groupExtrusion and Faces groupsLearning about the Labeling tabLayer
groupLabel Class groupText Symbol groupLabel Placement groupMap groupLearning about the
Data tabDefinition Query groupTable groupSelection groupExport groupExercise 2B – Working
with 2D and 3D layersStep 1 – Opening the project and adding layersStep 2 – Changing
symbologyStep 3 – LabelingStep 4 – Working with a 3D layerChallengeSummarySection 2:
Visualizing, Maintaining, and Analyzing DataCreating 2D MapsTechnical requirementsCreating
and configuring 2D mapsCreating a new mapExercise 3A – Adding and configuring layers in a
mapStep 1 – Creating the projectStep 2 – Connecting data sourcesStep 3 – Adding layersStep 4
– Saving a layer fileStep 5 – Renaming your mapExercise 3B – Adding a new map to a
projectStep 1 – Creating the new map in a projectStep 2 – Filtering a layer with a definition
queryStep 3 – Adding annotations to the mapExercise 3C – Using map and layer filesStep 1 –
Adding a new map using a map fileStep 2 – Creating and using a layer fileStep 3 – Labeling the
pipe sizesStep 4 – Configuring label conflict and placement optionsSkill
challengeSummaryFurther reading
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symbologyStep 3 – LabelingStep 4 – Working with a 3D layerChallengeSummarySection 2:
Visualizing, Maintaining, and Analyzing DataCreating 2D MapsTechnical requirementsCreating
and configuring 2D mapsCreating a new mapExercise 3A – Adding and configuring layers in a
mapStep 1 – Creating the projectStep 2 – Connecting data sourcesStep 3 – Adding layersStep 4
– Saving a layer fileStep 5 – Renaming your mapExercise 3B – Adding a new map to a
projectStep 1 – Creating the new map in a projectStep 2 – Filtering a layer with a definition
queryStep 3 – Adding annotations to the mapExercise 3C – Using map and layer filesStep 1 –
Adding a new map using a map fileStep 2 – Creating and using a layer fileStep 3 – Labeling the
pipe sizesStep 4 – Configuring label conflict and placement optionsSkill
challengeSummaryFurther readingCreating 3D ScenesTechnical requirementsUnderstanding
3D ScenesExercise 4A – Creating a simple 3D SceneStep 1 – Creating a project and 3D
SceneStep 2 – Adding a layerStep 3 – Making a 3D layerStep 4 – Combining types of
symbologyLearning about elevations and how to use themEstablishing ground
elevationsUnderstanding DEMsUnderstanding TINsUnderstanding extruding featuresOther
methods to display 3D dataExercise 4B – Creating a Local SceneStep 1 – Opening a project
and adding a Local SceneStep 2 – Setting the ground surfaceStep 3 – Adding layers and setting
symbologySummaryFurther readingCreating and Working with ProjectsTechnical
requirementsWorking with an ArcGIS Pro projectUnderstanding project terminologyUsing the
Catalog paneThe Project tabThe Portal tabThe Favorites tabExercise 5A – Using the Catalog
paneStep 1 – Opening and saving a projectStep 2 – Navigating the Catalog paneStep 3 –
Adding a database connectionStep 4 – Adjusting the layersStep 5 – Accessing and adding a
layer from a portal (optional)Step 6 – Adding a folder connection as a favoriteStep 7 – Adding a
favorite to a projectCreating a new project and project templatesCreating a new project with Esri
templatesExercise 5B – Using an Esri template to create a new projectStep 1 – Creating a new
project using the Local Scene templateStep 2 – Connecting to data sources and adding your
surfaceCreating custom project templatesExercise 5C – Creating a custom project templateStep
1 – Creating a projectStep 2 – Setting up a default map in the templateStep 3 – Adding a layout
from an existing map documentStep 4 – Saving a project as a templateStep 5 – Creating a new
project using a custom templateWord of warningSummaryCreating a LayoutTechnical
requirementsUnderstanding the considerations of designing a layoutUnderstanding the
purposePractice exercise – Determining the purposeUnderstanding the audience for the
mapLearning about the age factorUnderstanding the education and knowledge levelLearning
about the situationCreating a layout in ArcGIS ProUnderstanding the general workflow to create
a layoutExercise 6A – Creating a simple layoutStep 1 – Opening ArcGIS Pro and your
projectStep 2 – Adding a new blank layoutStep 3 – Displaying the desired areaStep 4 – Adding
other elementsChallenge 1Exercise 6B – Creating and using a layout templateStep 1 – Saving a
template fileStep 2 – Creating a new layout using the layout fileStep 3 – Configuring the new
layoutChallenge 2SummaryCreating Map Books Using Map SeriesTechnical requirementsWhat
is a map series?Understanding and creating a map seriesLearning about indexesCreating grid



and strip indexesUnderstanding the Grid Index Features toolLearning about the Strip Map Index
Features toolExercise 7A – Creating a grid indexStep 1 – Opening ArcGIS Pro and your
projectStep 2 – Creating the grid indexEnabling the Map Series functionalityExercise 7B –
Enabling the map seriesStep 1 – Opening the project and layoutStep 2 – Enabling and
configuring the map seriesStep 3 – Adding a page name to your layoutStep 4 – Viewing pages in
a seriesStep 5 – Printing a map seriesSummaryLearning to Edit Spatial DataTechnical
requirementsUnderstanding the editable data formatsData formats – editable or
notUnderstanding geodatabasesIdentifying your data formatEditing data using ArcGIS ProHow
to start editing features and attributesPreparing ArcGIS Pro to edit dataLearning about the Edit
tabClipboard groupManage Edits groupSnapping groupFeatures groupSelection groupCreating
new featuresLearning about feature templatesExercise 8A – Creating new featuresStep 1 –
Opening your project and preparing to editStep 2 – Adding your source dataStep 3 – Drawing a
new sewer lineStep 4 – Updating attributesChallengeStep 5 – Drawing the manholesStep 6 –
Adding the street centerlinesStep 7 – Creating the street rights-of-wayExercise 8B – Splitting
polygonsStep 1 – Splitting out the rights-of-wayStep 2 – Splitting out individual lot
polygonsSummaryFurther readingLearning about Editing Tabular DataTechnical
requirementsEditing your schemaAdding a fieldField nameAliasField typesExercise 9A – Adding
a field and populating valuesImporting a new feature classExercise 9B – Importing a
shapefileStep 1 – Opening the project and adding a layerStep 2 – Exporting to a
geodatabasePopulating field values in a databaseUnderstanding methods to edit or add single
valuesAttributes windowEditing directly in the attribute tableExercise 9C – Editing attributesStep
1 – Opening the project and zooming to the correct locationStep 2 – Adding Street_Centerline
attribute valuesMass-populating table values by using toolsCalculate Field toolCalculate
Geometry toolExercise 9D – Using tools to mass-populate field valuesStep 1 – Populating the
field using the Field Calculator toolStep 2 – Using the Calculate Geometry toolSummaryFurther
reading

Creating 3D ScenesTechnical requirementsUnderstanding 3D ScenesExercise 4A – Creating a
simple 3D SceneStep 1 – Creating a project and 3D SceneStep 2 – Adding a layerStep 3 –
Making a 3D layerStep 4 – Combining types of symbologyLearning about elevations and how to
use themEstablishing ground elevationsUnderstanding DEMsUnderstanding
TINsUnderstanding extruding featuresOther methods to display 3D dataExercise 4B – Creating
a Local SceneStep 1 – Opening a project and adding a Local SceneStep 2 – Setting the ground
surfaceStep 3 – Adding layers and setting symbologySummaryFurther readingCreating and
Working with ProjectsTechnical requirementsWorking with an ArcGIS Pro projectUnderstanding
project terminologyUsing the Catalog paneThe Project tabThe Portal tabThe Favorites
tabExercise 5A – Using the Catalog paneStep 1 – Opening and saving a projectStep 2 –
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layersStep 5 – Accessing and adding a layer from a portal (optional)Step 6 – Adding a folder
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project as a templateStep 5 – Creating a new project using a custom templateWord of
warningSummaryCreating a LayoutTechnical requirementsUnderstanding the considerations of
designing a layoutUnderstanding the purposePractice exercise – Determining the
purposeUnderstanding the audience for the mapLearning about the age factorUnderstanding
the education and knowledge levelLearning about the situationCreating a layout in ArcGIS
ProUnderstanding the general workflow to create a layoutExercise 6A – Creating a simple
layoutStep 1 – Opening ArcGIS Pro and your projectStep 2 – Adding a new blank layoutStep 3 –
Displaying the desired areaStep 4 – Adding other elementsChallenge 1Exercise 6B – Creating
and using a layout templateStep 1 – Saving a template fileStep 2 – Creating a new layout using
the layout fileStep 3 – Configuring the new layoutChallenge 2SummaryCreating Map Books
Using Map SeriesTechnical requirementsWhat is a map series?Understanding and creating a
map seriesLearning about indexesCreating grid and strip indexesUnderstanding the Grid Index
Features toolLearning about the Strip Map Index Features toolExercise 7A – Creating a grid
indexStep 1 – Opening ArcGIS Pro and your projectStep 2 – Creating the grid indexEnabling the
Map Series functionalityExercise 7B – Enabling the map seriesStep 1 – Opening the project and
layoutStep 2 – Enabling and configuring the map seriesStep 3 – Adding a page name to your
layoutStep 4 – Viewing pages in a seriesStep 5 – Printing a map seriesSummaryLearning to Edit
Spatial DataTechnical requirementsUnderstanding the editable data formatsData formats –
editable or notUnderstanding geodatabasesIdentifying your data formatEditing data using
ArcGIS ProHow to start editing features and attributesPreparing ArcGIS Pro to edit dataLearning
about the Edit tabClipboard groupManage Edits groupSnapping groupFeatures groupSelection
groupCreating new featuresLearning about feature templatesExercise 8A – Creating new
featuresStep 1 – Opening your project and preparing to editStep 2 – Adding your source
dataStep 3 – Drawing a new sewer lineStep 4 – Updating attributesChallengeStep 5 – Drawing
the manholesStep 6 – Adding the street centerlinesStep 7 – Creating the street rights-of-
wayExercise 8B – Splitting polygonsStep 1 – Splitting out the rights-of-wayStep 2 – Splitting out
individual lot polygonsSummaryFurther readingLearning about Editing Tabular DataTechnical
requirementsEditing your schemaAdding a fieldField nameAliasField typesExercise 9A – Adding
a field and populating valuesImporting a new feature classExercise 9B – Importing a
shapefileStep 1 – Opening the project and adding a layerStep 2 – Exporting to a
geodatabasePopulating field values in a databaseUnderstanding methods to edit or add single
valuesAttributes windowEditing directly in the attribute tableExercise 9C – Editing attributesStep
1 – Opening the project and zooming to the correct locationStep 2 – Adding Street_Centerline



attribute valuesMass-populating table values by using toolsCalculate Field toolCalculate
Geometry toolExercise 9D – Using tools to mass-populate field valuesStep 1 – Populating the
field using the Field Calculator toolStep 2 – Using the Calculate Geometry toolSummaryFurther
readingPerforming Analysis with Geoprocessing ToolsTechnical requirementsDetermining which
tools to useUnderstanding licensing levelsLearning about extensions for ArcGIS ProSpatial
Analyst3D AnalystNetwork AnalystExercise 10A – Determining your license level and
extensionsStep 1 – Opening ArcGIS ProStep 2 – Determining the license level and
extensionUnderstanding the analysis processPreparing data for analysisClip geoprocessing
toolDissolve toolProject toolMerge toolAppend toolExercise 10B – Using the Clip and Dissolve
toolsStep 1 – Evaluating the dataStep 2 – Clipping the streetsStep 3 – Simplifying the data and
calculating the total lengthStep 4 – Exporting a table to ExcelUsing other common
geoprocessing analysis toolsOverlay analysisUnionIntersectProximity analysisBuffer
toolMultiple Ring Buffer toolExercise 10C – Performing analysisStep 1 – Locating commercial
properties near sewer linesStep 2 – Exporting selected parcelsStep 3 – Determining how much
of each commercial property is in the floodplainStep 4 – Selecting commercial parcels that are
not in the floodplainStep 5 – Reviewing your geoprocessing historySummarySection 3: Sharing
Data and Automating processesCreating and Using TasksTechnical requirementsUnderstanding
what a task isComponents of a taskRunning a taskExercise 11A – Running a simple taskStep 1
– Starting ArcGIS Pro and opening a projectStep 2 – Opening and running a taskLearning how
to create tasksExercise 11B – Exploring a taskStep 1 – Opening a projectStep 2 – Opening a
task in the Task DesignerStep 3 – Reviewing a task's stepsThings to consider when creating a
taskUnderstanding the purpose of the taskDetermining the workflow to support the
purposeUsing tasks in different waysDetermining the audience for a taskCreating a task
yourselfCreating a task itemCreating a task groupCreating a taskExercise 11C – Creating a
taskStep 1 – Opening a project and creating a task itemStep 2 – Creating a new taskAdding task
stepsLearning about the components of a stepGeneralActionsViewsContentsExercise 11D –
Adding steps to a taskStep 1 – Opening the task in the Task DesignerStep 2 – Adding a step to
zoomStep 3 – Selecting the road segmentStep 4 – Selecting nearby parcelsStep 5 – Exporting
the selection to an Excel spreadsheetStep 6 – Running your taskChallengeSummaryAutomating
Processes with ModelBuilder and PythonTechnical requirementsDifferentiating between tasks,
geoprocessing models, and Python scriptsLearning about geoprocessing modelsUnderstanding
Python scriptsWhat is the difference between the three?Creating geoprocessing
modelsUnderstanding model components and terminologySaving a modelExercise 12A –
Creating a modelStep 1 – Opening the project and the ModelBuilder windowStep 2 – Adding
model componentsStep 3 – Adding another processRunning a modelExercise 12B – Running a
modelStep 1 – Running the model from ModelBuilderStep 2 – Resetting the run stateStep 3 –
Running the model from a toolboxMaking a model interactiveExercise 12C – Allowing users to
provide inputs to run modelsStep 1 – Marking variables as parametersStep 2 – Exposing hidden
variablesStep 3 – Running the modelLearning about PythonUnderstanding Python



basicsCommenting and documenting your scriptsLearning about variablesUnderstanding data
pathsLearning about the ArcPy moduleLocating Python syntax for a geoprocessing toolExercise
12D – Creating a Python scriptStep 1 – Opening IDLEStep 2 – Writing the scriptStep 3 – Adding
the script to ArcGIS Pro and running itSummaryFurther readingSharing Your Work with
OthersTechnical requirementsSharing content with those on your networkSharing data if users
have ArcGIS ProUnderstanding the layer fileExercise 13A – Creating a layer file and using itStep
1 – Creating the layer fileStep 2 – Using the layer file to add a layer to a mapLearning about map
filesMap file challengeUnderstanding layout filesLayout file challengeSharing data if users don't
have ArcGIS ProExporting to other GIS formatsExercise 13B – Exporting data to a shapefileStep
1 – Opening the project and verifying the dataStep 2 – Creating a new map and adding the
shapefile as a layerStep 3 – Applying symbology using a layer fileExporting data to non-GIS
formatsExporting maps and layoutsExporting tablesSharing content with those not on your
networkLearning about the layer packageExercise 13C – Creating a layer packageStep 1 –
Creating the layer packageStep 2 – Testing the packageUnderstanding map packagesMap
package challengeLearning about project packagesProject package challengePublishing to
ArcGIS OnlineExercise 13D – Publishing a map to ArcGIS OnlineStep 1 – Optimizing your
mapStep 2 – Publishing a map to ArcGIS OnlineStep 3 – Viewing the new map in ArcGIS
OnlineSummaryFurther readingUsing Arcade Expressions for Labeling and
SymbologyTechnical requirementsLearning about ArcadeUnderstanding Arcade
syntaxUnderstanding the text string syntaxInserting comments into expressionsAdding data
from a tableDefining a variableUnderstanding labeling expressionsConfiguring expressions to
label with multiple field valuesMaking labels more readableExercise 14A – Creating an Arcade
label expressionStep 1 – Opening your project and reviewing the available dataStep 2 – Creating
a simple label expressionUnderstanding symbology expressionsCreating a symbology
expressionUnderstanding the common operatorsExercise 14B – Creating a symbology
expressionStep 1 – Evaluating the Street_Centerlines layerStep 2 – Creating a symbology
expressionSummaryFurther readingGIS glossaryOther Books You May EnjoyLeave a review -
let other readers know what you think

Getting to Know ArcGIS Pro 2.8, ArcGIS Pro 2.x Cookbook: Create, manage, and share
geographic maps, data, and analytical models using ArcGIS Pro, Learning ArcGIS Pro: Create,
analyze, maintain, and share 2D and 3D maps with the powerful tools of ArcGIS Pro, GIS
Tutorial for ArcGIS Pro 2.8, Designing Better Maps: A Guide for GIS Users, Getting to Know Web
GIS, Advanced Python Scripting for ArcGIS Pro, GIS For Dummies, GIS Tutorial for ArcGIS Pro
2.6 (GIS Tutorials), Learning Geospatial Analysis with Python: Understand GIS fundamentals
and perform remote sensing data analysis using Python 3.7, 3rd Edition, The Esri Guide to GIS
Analysis, Volume 2: Spatial Measurements and Statistics, ArcPy and ArcGIS - Second Edition:
Automating ArcGIS for Desktop and ArcGIS Online with Python, The Esri Guide to GIS Analysis,
Volume 1: Geographic Patterns and Relationships, Python for ArcGIS Pro: Automate



cartography and data analysis using ArcPy, ArcGIS API for Python, Notebooks, and pandas



Greg Newkirk, GISP AICP, “Excellent. Tripp is a master teacher. His book provides a perfect,
step-by-step program that eases the learner into the latest version of ArcGIS Pro and the GIS
world, and then helps the learner build a foundation for mastering the discipline.”

Kadem, “Excellent book for beginners with little to no experience. This is a great tool for
beginners with little to no experience in arc, can be used as good refresherm for skimming or
teaching a entry clasd.I'm preping to GIS certification didn't find much value using this book
given my years of experience using esri products”

Joseph Kerski, “Tripp Corbin’s book enables you to quickly learn and effectively use ArcGIS Pro.
Tripp Corbin’s new book Learning ArcGIS Pro 2, Second Edition, from Packt Publishing, is a
resource that I will be using long into the future and I know many in the GIS professional
community will be doing the same. As ArcGIS Pro replaces ArcMap in government, nonprofit,
academic, and private industry, and as ArcGIS Pro continues to evolve, this book is an extremely
useful resource either to follow along in its entirety, or to tap into specific chapters to hone
specific skills. University and college professors and students will also find this book very
useful. I have long been an admirer of the instructional style of Tripp’s books, and wrote a review
of his ArcGIS Pro Cookbook on our Spatial Reserves data blog. Learning ArcGIS Pro 2 follows
Tripp’s excellent balancing of theory and application and enables anyone regardless of how
much background they have in GIS to be using this powerful set of geospatial tools quickly.
Tripp’s deep and rich background with the GIS community over many decades is manifest in the
book’s careful attention to the things he knows will cause users the most difficulty. Tripp covers
the spectrum from technical requirements, installing the software, managing licenses, starting
projects, editing, performing analysis, creating maps, 3D scenes, and layouts, automating
processes with ModelBuilder and Python, using Arcade scripts, and, appropriate to today’s
cloud-based workflows, how to share results with others via layers and maps in ArcGIS Online.
The data for the hands-on activities in the book is easily accessed and interesting to use,
covering parcels, floodplains, and much more, at a variety of scales. As a GIS instructor myself I
appreciate the graphics he has included—they’re not in color, but they are large and legible, and
that’s I think even more important. He also has the right number of screen shots—not too many,
but just enough to keep the learner moving forward. In short, you won’t get “tripped up”—you will
be able to keep moving forward. Packt does a very nice job with their digital editions, which for
GIS professionals might be the most useful format, though the printed version is nicely laid out
as well.  I salute Tripp Corbin and Packt Publishing for this excellent resource for the community.”

Case Robertson, “Excellent GIS book. Tripp really has a way to relay difficult subjects to the
readers so that the subject matter is easier to understand. This book will help entry level folks
get started while aiding experts in learning something new. It covers all aspects of the software



and keeps its readers on the cutting edge of GIS.”

The book by Matt Chandler has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 12 people have provided feedback.
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